HISTORIC THEATRE

Arched backs, open hearts, and raunchy groins – the dark
and hilarious inner world of a sexual abuse survivor
Welcome and thank you for choosing the 2018 rEvolver Festival. More
than any previous year, this edition is a reflection of our time. It is the
work of artists who believe in the power of art to make meaningful
connections with audiences and to spark real change in the world. Each
year, our submissions process reveals something about the zeitgeist,
and often brings unexpected themes to light. This year’s overwhelmingly
reflected the anxiety and anger in the world, the desire for something
better, and the refusal of voices from the margins to be dismissed. The
artists we have programmed are tackling big issues – inequality, climate
change, sexual abuse and consent, violence, the impacts of colonialism.
They are doing so in unexpected ways, using wit and humour, intelligence,
music, and the power of bodies in motion to look for ways to move out
and forward, and to bring light into the darkness. They have resilience
and determination, humour and hope. rEvolver 2018 is a cri de coeur for
a more engaged and just world. We hope you will join us in it.

12 MINUTE MADNESS

Centre for Embodied Performance (Vancouver)
WRITTEN, CHOREOGRAPHED AND DIRECTED BY RAINA VON WALDENBURG
Meet Linda Kunt (a drunken social worker), Little Nazi (a burlesque babe with a big
dong), and Smoker (who invited her?). These and many others live in my head. I know,
freaky. But your psyche can explode when your own grandpa sexually abuses you.
Hey, I’m Marlena. This is a true story of 12 twats and a harp.

“Heavy stuff, but the subject matter is handled in a fashion that includes a great
deal of humour coming from the 12 female cast members.” – The Vancouver Sun
“Dark but beautiful” – The Real/Darryl eric-abel.com
“Don’t Miss this Show” – Beatroute Magazine
Presenting
partner

Dan, Dave, Derek and Pedro
2018 rEvolver Curators

ACCESSIBILITY
Look for these symbols on each show page and on the calendar, and check out the
website for more details. Please ask box office staff about our Companion ticket
program when booking.
Show and venue are wheelchair accessible.
Low vision friendly. Recommended accessible to audience
members with vision loss. This show is not described.
Specified performance has live ASL interpretation.
Low hearing friendly. Show has minimal or no spoken language.
Recommend accessible to audiences with hearing loss.

MAY 23–27
HISTORIC THEATRE
45 MINUTES
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Do you know that when you’re abandoned, no amount
of love is enough?

Two women meet “after midnight on a quiet Tuesday night”

bug

PROBABILITY

WRITTEN AND PERFORMED BY YOLANDA BONNELL
DIRECTED BY COLE ALVIS

WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY PATRICIA TRINH

manidoons collective (Tkarón:to)

DustyFootProductions (Vancouver)

Using movement, poetry and prose, creator/performer Yolanda Bonnell weaves a
solo show about the women in an Indigenous family grappling with colonialism. When
The Girl’s addictions manifest as Manidoons, the creature burrows beneath her skin
pushing her beyond the brink.

“A long while since a work inspired such hope, love and nourishment.”
– Tara Beagan of Article 11, Indigenous Activist Arts
Presenting
partner

MAY 23–27
2

HISTORIC THEATRE
75 MINUTES

A multimedia story about the space in between certainty, the odds and impossibility of
any romantic encounter. Two women meet “after midnight on a quiet Tuesday night” and
play out the five different paths which their relationship could venture down, looping
back to the beginning after each probable path dissolves. In the end, do they ever
meet? Should they ever meet? The audience is invited to experience a visible reality
of the shifting probability of outcomes in love – driven by chance, habitual choices and
minute choices made from one second to the next.
PRE-SHOW TALKBACK FRIDAY, MAY 25, 9:00PM
Presenting
partner

SAT, MAY 26
7:00PM

MAY 24–27
HISTORIC THEATRE
80 MINUTES
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CULTURE LAB

A brief history of women being fucked over in science

DISTRACTINGLY SEXY

An absurd portrait of life after loss told through music,
existential angst, populist science, and verbatim text
from Wikipedia

WRITTEN AND PERFORMED BY MILY MUMFORD

FUCHSIA FUTURE

Nebula Company Theatre (Vancouver)

(Vancouver)

If Ms. Frizzle had real good dance moves, if Bill Nye had real nice boobs – they’d
probably create something like the experiment of (controlled) chaos that is
Distractingly Sexy. Join real life scientist (and writer/performer) Mily Mumford for an
interactive ultra-funny, quite-satirical, certainly-wild and pretty-darn-sexy history of
women in science (and how they have been f%$#ed over for centuries).

WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY ELYSSE CHEADLE
COMPOSED BY ELLIOT VAUGHAN AND MARTIN REISLE

“Funny, smart, and, yes, sexy” – Meghan Bell, Room Magazine
“Tracing history with barbed wit… Mumford intermingles tales from the past
with contemporary observations from her fields.” – Janet Smith, Georgia Straight

It is inspired by the life and research of renowned population geneticist George Price,
who is known for boiling down altruistic behaviour into a neat little probabilistic
equation, before losing his mind in an effort to disprove his own findings.

Presenting
partner

Fuchsia Future is a nihilistic musical about a family in the wake of tragedy.

The story follows George’s fictional mother and son after the disappearance of their
family patriarch. Ma Price, a relentless futilist and avid bread fan, strives to rediscover
her new self without her husband, while her reclusive son Paul concocts voyeuristic
suspicions about his father’s absence that involve their elderly neighbour: Mr.Frown.
Here’s to the dreaded pink future!
Presenting
partner
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MAY 25 – JUNE 3

MAY 24 – JUNE 3

CULTURE LAB
75 MINUTES

CULTURE LAB
50 MINUTES
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★★★★★ – Onstage Ottawa
★★★★1/2 – Edmonton Journal

★★★★★ – Winnipeg Free Press/ CBC Winnipeg
NNNNN – NOW Magazine, Toronto

KITT & JANE AN INTERACTIVE SURVIVAL GUIDE TO
THE NEAR-POST-APOCALYPTIC FUTURE

SNAFU (Victoria)
CREATED BY KATHLEEN GREENFIELD, INGRID HANSEN AND ROD PETER JR
DIRECTED BY KATHLEEN GREENFIELD
Two fourteen-year-old unlikely heroes hijack their school assembly to deliver a
message: our society is set to collapse into chaos, and they’re here to train you to
survive! “A WILD, IMPRESSIVELY CHOREOGRAPHED ROMP featuring dance numbers,
live music, and giant-scale shadow puppetry that is by turns hilarious, heart-rending
and in small glimpses, beautiful. You won’t want to leave your seat.” (The Marble). A
stand-alone sequel to SNAFU’s highly acclaimed Little Orange Man, this show is a
poignant exploration of what the world today’s youth are inheriting, and what they’re
prepared to do about it.

“ABSOLUTELY GENIUS. Flawless comedic timing, dynamic physicality, and a
beautiful and complex friendship.” – New Ottawa Critics
“THIS PLAY IS GOLD. AN UNPREDICTABLE ROLLER-COASTER OF AN EVENING,
with whimsical humour, manic energy, and intelligence. You will not leave this
show in a bad mood.” – West of West

MACBETH MUET
La Fille du Laitier (Montreal)

CREATED BY JON LACHLAN STEWART, MARIE HÉLÈNE BÉLANGER
AND WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
DIRECTED BY JON LACHLAN STEWART
Two actors perform Shakespeare’s Macbeth, without words
AMBITION! MURDER! SEX! ...EGGS! Shakespeare’s murderous couple cordially invite you
to witness a hyper-speed rendition of their gruesome story, told entirely without words.
Kings will die, nature itself will be twisted, and paper plates will...crack. Whether you’re a
fan of the Bard or not, Macbeth Muet gives a visceral and bloody ride through the story
of a couple who, after a few wrong turns, plunge into the deep end of their own desires.

“...inventive and oxygenating. It may break your heart in a way you don’t see
coming.” – New York Times
WINNER Best Director, Best Performance, Best Production (NOW Magazine,
Toronto Fringe Awards)

MAY 30 – JUNE 3
6

CULTURE LAB
75 MINUTES

Presenting
partner

Presenting
partner

MAY 29 – JUNE 1
CULTURE LAB
55 MINUTES
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page 11
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Free Micro Performances
ASKING ALICE
THE SOMEWHERE CEDAR

7:00

7:00

2:00
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SUN
3

5:00

PLUNGE
The Founders’ Lounge
READINGS

9:30
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page 12

SAT
2

7:00

7:00

8:30

FRI
1

5:30

page 6

page 10

THU
31

= Speakeasy

2:00

KITT & JANE

THE ONLY GOOD INDIAN

WED
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= Evening Barbecue

8:30

7:00
7:15

MON
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= ASL Performance

6:00–10:00 5:00–9:00

4:00–8:00

Afternoon and evening performances only. All listed times are PM.
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How is the individual and collective
body haunted by socio-political events?
An immersive experience.

THE GREENHOUSE

GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS
(Vancouver)

CREATED BY mia susan amir, WITH ALEX LAZARIDIS FERGUSON, ARASH KHAKPOUR,
MISCHA SHADLOO, JULIA SIEDLANOWSKA AND VERONIQUE WEST
The words fascia and fascism share an etymological root, the Latin word, fasces, which
means, “bundle.”
A bold melding of immersive multidisciplinary performance, intimate personal narrative,
and theory, Geologic Formations explores the present-unseen: the way socio-political
events haunt the individual and collective body.

I know you’ll stand in solidarity with me,
but how close are you willing to stand?

Curious about her experience of the present-unseen – invisible chronic illness, and the
invisibilized intergenerational impacts of war, attempted genocide and displacement
– mia susan amir, with collaborators, creates an interactive experience that crosses
and collapses time and geography; to talk to ghosts; to decode what shapes our
perceptions; to face the limits and possibilities of empathy.

THE ONLY GOOD INDIAN
Pandemic Theatre (Toronto)

Historically inspired, Geologic Formations is a response to the contemporary rise
of fascism.

CREATED AND PERFORMED BY JIVESH PARASRAM, TOM ARTHUR DAVIS,
DONNA-MICHELLE ST. BERNARD AND ADELE NORONHA

Geologic Formations has been developed with support of the Banff 2018
Playwrights Lab.

Part lecture, part meditation, and part threat, The Only Good Indian takes a radical look
at where our similarities begin and where they end. Each night a different performer
straps themselves into a suicide vest – and struggles to rationalize to the audience
such an “irrational” decision.
Created by 2017 Siminovitch Prize nominee Donna-Michelle St. Bernard, 2015
Governor General’s Award nominee Tom Arthur Davis, and 2017 Ken McDougall Award
winner Jivesh Parasram. Each incarnation of The Only Good Indian recruits a local artist
to step into the radical headspace of a suicide bomber.

★★★★ – Critic’s Pick “Radical and thought-provoking.” – NOW Magazine
“Compelling... Unsettling...” – The Slotkin Letter
“Remarkable, almost hypnotic.” – Mooney on Theatre
“To state the obvious, they’re a company to watch” – Torontoist
JOIN US FOR A 30 MINUTE LONG TABLE DISCUSSION AFTER EACH PERFORMANCE.
Presenting partner

MAY 23–27
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CULTURE LAB
45 MINUTES

FRI, MAY 25
7:00PM

Presenting
partner

MAY 23–27
THE GREENHOUSE
60 MINUTES
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Are you there? I’ve been waiting for you...
An ode to the attempt, the
wishing, and the not-quite

GOOD THINGS TO DO
(Vancouver)

CREATED AND FACILITATED BY CHRISTINE QUINTANA WITH MOLLY MACKINNON
Using a delicate physical environment, a live soundscape, and an unexpected use
of technology, participants are invited to centre themselves within a dreamscape
in which they possess extraordinary powers. An immersive and solitary experience,
Good Things To Do is a meditation on goodness, generosity, and the struggle to stay
soft in a world that asks us to be hard.
From the creator of Stationary: A Recession Era Musical and Never the Last.

Created by Siminovitch Protégé Prize winning playwright Christine Quintana
and Georgia Straight’s ‘One To Watch’ musician, Molly MacKinnon.
LIMITED TICKETS AVAILABLE. BOOK EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT.
Presenting
partner

THE SADDEST GIRL AT THE PARTY
(Vancouver)

CREATED, CHOREOGRAPHED AND PERFORMED BY FRANCESCA FREWER
AND ERIKA MITSUHASHI
The Saddest Girl at the Party is a dance-theatre duet, conceived as an ode to the
attempt and a lament for that which has been given up on. It uses movement crafted
into games and absurd scenarios to compose a dynamic performance piece which
lies somewhere between playful and heartbreaking, but falling (maybe, almost) just
shy of each.
Presenting
partner
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MAY 26 – JUNE 3

MAY 29 – JUNE 2

THE GREENHOUSE
45 MINUTES

THE GREENHOUSE
40 MINUTES
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UPDRAFTS
READING SERIES

Presenting
partner

THE BARRENNESS

Wed, May 23, 5:00pm and Sun, June 3, 4:30pm
BY TARA TRAVIS / DRAMATURGY BY JIM TRAVIS / DIRECTED BY JAYSON MACDONALD /
MUSICAL DIRECTION BY SHIRLEY GNOME
A darkly comic exploration of aging, infertility and mortality. Highly physical and
unusually musical (incorporating genres from Country to Dubstep), creator/performer
Tara Travis pushes the boundaries of her capabilities as a performing artist, and her
readiness to be truly revealed in her work.
Join us for an second reading of the updated script on June 3 after the playwright
receives feedback from the play’s first public reading. (90 minutes)

BULB DUET

Tues, May 29, 8:00pm
BY CHASE HIEBERT / DIRECTED BY KARIN SAARI
The meet cute. The first date. Getting to know each other. Falling in love. It’s a
love story, but it’s not about the romance; Bulb Duet tells the archetypal story of a
relationship through the lens of other-stories-about-love. (60 minutes)

THEY’RE SIMPLY EYES

Wed, May 30, 8:00pm
BY KATIE GARTLAN-CLOSE / DRAMATURGY BY EVELEEN KOZAK
What will you say when you are finally able to speak your truth? Leah tells
her harrowing journey, of life as a mermaid. Of escaping from the sea and
establishing freedom on land. A story about what it means to find your voice and to
scream with it. (55 minutes)

DON’T CALL ME YELLOW

Thurs, May 24, 5:30pm
BY ARLEN KRISTIAN TOM (TheyCall’emRogues)
One racially insensitive schoolyard joke. Punk rawk. White privilege. Cher. The saying
“you don’t count” and one DNA test have all lead to this. There’s no manual on how to
be mixed race and growing up in a white suburb sure doesn’t help. (60 minutes)

The

SPEAKEASY
MAY 25 & JUNE 1

THE WRONG BASHIR
Sat, May 26, 1:30pm
BY ZAHIDA RAHEMTULLA / DIRECTED BY ROHIT CHOKHANI
Bashir Ladha, UBC philosophy major leaning towards Buddhism, has accidentally been
selected to assume an important religious position in his community, and his parents
have dutifully accepted on his behalf. A family conflict ensues over Bashir’s reaction
to the unexpected appointment, taking the Ladhas on a comedic journey toward
understanding their intergenerational migratory identity in Canada. (75 minutes)

Join our festival team and artists at our new Friday
night venture: conversation, music, and craft
cocktails courtesy of Brandywine Bartending.
9:30 TILL LATE IN THE GREENHOUSE

THE DIVINE FEEDING OF CHARLIE HANSEN
Sun, May 27, 3:00pm
BY SEAN HARRIS OLIVER
Currently in development with Hardline Productions, this brand-new script is a bold
reimagining of Tennessee Williams’ masterpiece A Streetcar Named Desire. A comedy
about the bonds that exist between siblings, this play is slated for production in 2019.

(90 minutes)

ALL READINGS ARE BY DONATION

PLUNGE

NEW WORK IN DEVELOPMENT SHOWCASE
In collaboration with Resounding Scream Theatre
PLUNGE is a rare insight into the development process of new work. Three works in
progress will be presented by emerging artists, and the audience members are active
participants in a discussion on the artistic questions driving them.
A FREE EVENT (DONATIONS GLADLY ACCEPTED)
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MAY 23 – JUNE 3

JUNE 3, 2:00PM

FOUNDERS’ LOUNGE
VARIOUS TIMES

THE GREENHOUSE
120 MINUTES

15

FREE MICRO PERFORMANCES

ABOUT REVOLVER

A teen revolutionary’s fight to
save the oldest known Western
Red Cedar in BC

THE SOMEWHERE
CEDAR
(Vancouver)

WRITTEN AND PERFORMED BY
JESS AMY SHEAD
DIRECTED BY JULIA SIEDLANOWSKA
Meet Antigone, a teen with a
melancholic reverence for the beauty
and tragedy of the world. She’s locked
in the bathroom of her Uncle’s logging
trailer, dirty, exhausted, and in complete
darkness. With her flashlight, the innards
of her childhood music box, evidence
recorded on her phone, and a fresh piece
of cedar, she must convince the logger
guarding the door to let her get back to
the oldest known Western Red Cedar in
BC, and stop the destruction of all that
she knows to be right.

An interactive Wonderland for
the hopelessly curious

ASKING ALICE

rEvolverfestival.ca

Little Mountain Lion Productions
(Vancouver)
CREATED AND PERFORMED BY
MADELYN OSBORNE
DIRECTED BY MATT CLARKE
A one-on-one, interactive, installation
experience that deals with themes of
mental health, self-discovery and the
pain of growing up. We all know what
it’s like to be Alice: navigating a strange
place, bizarre people talking nonsense,
and things just not working the way they
ought to. Now a teenager, Alice invites
you into her own personal Wonderland
to explore one of life’s most daunting
questions: “Who Am I?”
A FREE PERFORMANCE FOR ONE AUDIENCE
MEMBER AT A TIME

A FREE PERFORMANCE

★★★★1/2 – The Edmonton Sun for

Jess Amy Shead is the recipient of
two TYA Jessie Awards and the 2015
Vancouver Fringe Artistic Risk Award.

Presenting
partner

Madelyn Osborne, 2012

Presenting
partner
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rEvolver features new work by emerging and early mid-career artists
and companies with a focus on formal innovation, expressed through
experimentation in untried or risky content, issue or idea, writing style, genre,
and staging. Entering our 16th year as festival producers, rEvolver presents
work which is aesthetically eclectic, topically relevant, boundary pushing and
high energy, and embraces diversity of practice and cultural background.

MAY 25–27

JUNE 1–3

SITE SPECIFIC
15 MINUTES

C-LAB BREEZEWAY
15 MINUTES

ABOUT UPINTHEAIR THEATRE
Since 2000, Upintheair has created and produced new plays including
Inside the Seed, Wedgie, 120bpm, The North Plan, and The City and The City.
We presented the Walking Fish Festival from 2003 until 2010. Our next
production, A Brief History of Human Extinction, is currently being created
with playwright Jordan Hall (Kayak) and Mind of a Snail (Caws and Effect) and
will be presented in October as part of the Cultch’s 2018/19 season.

upintheairtheatre.com

FESTIVAL STAFF
Co-Artistic Producers: Daniel Martin and David Mott
Associate Producer: Pippa Mackie
Guest Curators: Pedro Chamale and Derek Chan (rice and beans theatre)
Tech Team: Jordan Boivin and Taylor Janzen
Publicist: Zoe Quinn

Front cover: 12 Minute Madness photo by Chris Randle
Graphic design: Kristen Johnson
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TICKETS
All prices are inclusive of tax and box office charges.
SINGLE TICKETS: $20
Low Income (Self-Identified): $15
3 SHOW PASS: $45
$15 savings on the single ticket price!
EARLY BIRD 6 SHOW FLEX PASS: $72 until April 15th!
$48 savings on the single ticket price!
6 SHOW FLEX PASS: $84
$36 savings on the single ticket price!
FOR MORE TICKET INFO: 604.251.1363 or tickets.thecultch.com

LOCATION
All events at The Cultch, 1895 Venables St, Vancouver

CONTACT/FOLLOW
Web: revolverfestival.ca
Email: info@upintheairtheatre.com
Facebook: Facebook.com/UpintheairTheatre
Twitter: twitter.com/UITATheatre #revolverfest
Instagram: @uitatheatre

DONATE
Make a donation online through CanadaHelps!

THANK YOU TO OUR FUNDERS, SPONSORS, AND INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS.
THIS FESTIVAL WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE WITHOUT YOUR GENEROSITY.
FUNDING BODIES
Funded by the
Government of
Canada

BEER SPONSOR

FESTIVAL LAUNCH
PARTNER

MEDIA SPONSOR

SPECIAL EVENT
PARTNER

